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Abstract:
The Nuclear structure of 110-116Cd isotopes was studied theoretically in the 

framework of the interacting boson model of IBM-l and IBM-2. The properties of the 
lowest mixed symmetry states such as the 1+, 2+ and 3+ levels produced by the IBM-2 
model in the vibrational-limit U(5) of Cd - isotopes are studied in details. This 
analysis shows that the character of mixed symmetry of 2+ is shared between 22+ and 

32+ states in 110-114Cd – isotopes, the large shar goes to 22+ s, while in 116 Cd isotope, 

the 32+ state is declared as a mixed symmetry state without sharing. This identification 

is confirmed by the percentage of F-spin contribution.
The electromagnetic properties of E2 and Ml operators were investigated and the 

results were analyzed. Various values of eB in the IBM-l and fixed eπ= 0.104 eb and 
eν=0.093 e.b in the IBM-2 are used to generate the B(E2) and Q(2+). Fixed values of 
gπ =0.31mN and gν =-0.31mN were adopted to generate the B(Ml) and d(E2/ Ml) mixing 
ratios. The small values of d(E2/Ml) which obtained for transition from MS- states to 
those of full symmetry support the conclusion that there may be a strong Ml transition 
between these states. 

Key words: energy levels, B(E2), B(M1), mixing ratios, Mixed-symmetry, IBM-1, 
IBM-2 

Introduction: 
The even-even cadmium 

isotopes are part of an interesting 
region near the closed proton shell at 
Z=50, while the number of neutrons in 
the open shell is larger, as such these 
nuclei have been commonly 
considered to exhibit vibrational-like 
properties. 

The even-mass cadmium isotopes 
have been extensively investigated 
both theoretically and experimentally 
in recent years with special emphasis 
on interpreting experimental data via 
collective models. Energy levels, 
electric quadrupole moments, B(E2) 
values of Cd106 , Cd112 and 
Cd118 isotopes were calculated within 

the frame work of IBM-1[1]. The three 

– phonon structure of Cd110 has been 
studied with the ( gnn, ) reaction [2].
Multi pole mixing ratios and transition 
strengths of gamma rays from excited 
states of l12Cd and l13Cd were 
following angular distribution study 
[3]. Life times of levels below 4 MeV 
in Cd112 have been measured using the 
Doppler shift attenuations technique 
following inelastic scattering of 
monoenergetic neutrons [4].

The energy levels of Cd114 has been 
studied by using Cd113 ( g,n ) reaction,
the energies and the relative intensities 
of the γ- rays were determined [5]. The 
interaction boson model (IBM-2) was 
used for describing the Cadmium 
isotopes 110 116Cd- [6].
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Theory: In IBM-1, proton- and 
neutron-boson degrees of freedom are 
not distinguished. The model has an 
inherent group structure, associated 
with it. In terms of s- and d-boson 
operators the most general IBM 
Hamiltonian can be expressed as [7]
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This Hamiltonian contains 2 one-

body term, ( se and de ), and 7 two-
body interactions [ Lc (L=0,2,4), 

Lv (L=0,2), Lu (L=0,2)], where 

se and de are the single-boson energies, 
and Lc , Lv and Lu describe the two-
boson interactions. Hamiltonian can be 
rewritten in terms of the Casimir 
operators of U(6) group. In that case, 
one says that the Hamiltonian H has a 
dynamical symmetry. These 
symmetries are called U(5) vibrational, 
SU(3) rotational and O(6) g-unstable.

The general E2 transition operator 
must be a hermitian tensor of rank two 
and therefore the number of bosons 
must be conserved. Since, with these 
constraints there are two operators 
possible in the lowest order, the 
general E2 operator can be written as 
[7]

Tm(E2)=a2[d
†s+s†d] )2(

m +b2[d
†d] )2(

m ,
…(2)
where 2a plays the role of the 
effective boson charge and 

22 2/7 ab . The B(E2) strength for 
the E2 transitions is given by
B(E2;LiÆLf)=

2
imf L)2E(TL Ò· /(2Li+1)…(3)

Similarly, the M1 operator would be 
just 1b [ d†d]1.

However, in this work another form 
of the Hamiltonian of IBM-1 is used, 
which was introduced by Scholtan [8]
in terms of multipole expansion, and is 
given by

0
ˆ ( )dH n ae= +

)ˆˆ()ˆˆ()ˆˆ()ˆˆ()ˆˆ( 44433321 TTaTTaQQaLLaPP ∑+∑+∑+∑+∑
…(4)

The parameters ao, a1, a2, a3, a4

represent the strength of the pairing, 
angular momentum, quadruple, 
octupole and hexadecapole interactions 
respectively.  P, L, Q, T3 and T4

represent the operators for each 
interaction respectively. 

The Hamiltonian operator in IBA-
2, has three parts [9], one for proton 
bosons, one for neutron bosons and the 
third one describing the interaction 
between unlike bosons:

pnnp HHHH ++ …(5)

The Hamiltonian generally used in 
phenomenological calculations can be 
written as

npppnnpnpn ke MVVQQnnH ddd +++++ ).()(

… (6)  
The first term represents the single-

boson energies for neutron and 
protons, de is the energy difference 

between s- and d- boson and rdn is the 

number of d-bosons, where r

correspond to p (proton) or n
(neutron) bosons. The second term 
denotes the quadrupole-quadrupole 
interaction between neutron and proton 
bosons with the strength k . The 
quadrupole operator is given by

)2()2( ][][ rrrrrrrr c dddssdQ +++ ++

…(7)
where rc determines the structure of 

the quadrupole operator and is 
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determined empirically. The square 
bracket in Eq. (7) denotes angular 
momentum coupling. The 
terms nnpp VandV correspond to the 

interaction between like-boson. They 
are of the form
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The Majorana term, nrM , which 

contains three parameters 

321 , xxx and may be written as 
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Calculations and Results:
1- Energy Spectra

To produce the low –lying energy 
levels of a nucleus by IBM-1 model, it 
is necessary to specify the symmetry 
shape of the nucleus, which can be 
predicted from the energy ratio E41

+ to 
E21

+. R4/2 has a limit value of 2 for the 
vibrational nuclei U(5), 2.5 for γ-
unstable nuclei O(6) and finally 3.33 
for rotational nuclei SU(3). The 
variation of the experimental 

1 14 / 2E E+ + value with the neutron 

numbers is given in Figure (1). It is 
clear that the Cd116110- isotopes are 
transitional U(5)- O(6) nuclei, but they 
are close to U(5) symmetry. The best 
fit values for the Hamiltonian 
parameters in IBM-1 are given in 
Table-1 and those in IBM-2 are given 
in Table-2.

Table (1): The Hamiltonian 
parameters IBM-1 used for Cd-
isotopes.

Param-eters Cd110 Cd112 Cd114 Cd116

N 7 8 9 8
e (MeV) 0.712 0.650 0.580 0.490
a0 (MeV) -0.0023 -0.002 -0.0080 -0.0077
a1 (MeV) 0.000 0.000 0.0047 0.0068
a2 (MeV) -0.0125 -0.009 -0.0026 -0.0058
a3 (MeV) 0.0018 0.0300 0.0003 0.0010
a4 (MeV) 0.0190 0.007 0.0058 0.050

CHI 0.000 -0.100 -0.0310 -0.250

( )Be eb 0.1003 0.1 0.1095 0.1135

Table (2):  The Hamiltonian 

parameters IBM-2 used for Cd-

isotopes.

Parameters Cd110 Cd112 Cd114 Cd116

nN 6 7 8 7

de (MeV) 0.84 0.78 0.76 0.735

k (MeV) -0.057 -0.060 -0.063 -0.085

uc -1.00 -1.00 -1.500 -0.050

pc -1.500 -1.500 -1.600 -0.620

1x (MeV) -0.100 -0.100 -0.180 -0.140

2x (MeV) 0.185 0.130 0.080 0.170

3x (MeV) -0.020 -0.080 -0.120 -0.090

ep =0.093 eb,                 en = 0.104 eb

In Figure (2) a comparison between 
the experimental and IBM-2 energy 
spectra were shown for the 
investigated Cd- isotopes. The 
interesting point in this figure is that 
the IBM-2 has preserved the image of 
the experimental spectrum such as the 
sequences of states, even in the cases 
where the fit is not good enough. It 
must be noticed that the goal in this 
study is to obtain global reasonable 
predications of several properties and 
not only the energy spectra.

Fig. (1): shows the variation of 

1 14 / 2E E+ + in Cadmium isotopes.
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Fig. (2): A comparison between the experimental low-lying positive parity states
and those obtained by IBM-2a) 110Cd [2,10,11],b) 112Cd [4, 10, 11], c)
114Cd [5,10,12], d) 116Cd [10,13].

2-B (E2) transition properties:
In principle that the value of the 

effective charge ( Be ) of the IBM-1 
was determined by normalization to 
the experimental data of 

)02;2( 11
++ ÆEB of each isotopes. 

While in IBM-2 the ne and pe in the 

present work were given fixed values 
( ne =0.104 eb, pe =0.093 eb) and have 

been used for all treated set of Cd-
isotopes. 

In tables 3 and 4, the calculated 
result of the IBM-1 and   IBM-2 and 
the experimental data for 

B(E2; i fj jÆ ) transitions in ( 22be ) are 

compared. As the neutron number is 
increasing the experimental 

)02;2( 11
++ ÆEB increases as well.

The quadrupole moments of the 
first excited +

12 state for Cd-isotopes 
were calculated in this work and 
presented in tables 3 and 4 in
comparison with the experimental data. 
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Table (3): The experimental B(E2; i fj jÆ ) ( 22be ) values[2,4,6, 10], and the 

+
12

Q ( be. ), for 110,112Cd isotopes are compared with those obtained by IBM-1 and 

IBM-2 results. 
112Cd110Cd

IBM-2IBM-1EXP.i fj jÆIBM-2IBM-1EXP.i fj jÆ

0.0970.09670.0968++ Æ 11 020.08260.0850.085++ Æ 11 02

0.1730.16270.1956+
12 Æ +

140.14450.13910.1436(23)+
12 Æ +

14

0.1690.13550.1635++ Æ 12 200.18160.1673
0.056
0.0530.194+

-
++ Æ 11 46

0.0980.16240.048(1)++ Æ 12 220.09390.13910.101(29)++ Æ 12 22

0.0730.09610.08017++ Æ 12 440.06360.07970.053
0.025
0.019

+
-

++ Æ 12 44

0.0850.10580.1924++ Æ 22 240.0240.08770.10331++ Æ 22 24

0.01830.08880.031
0.0220.143+

-
++ Æ 23 020.01180.07300.084

0.0560.072+
-

++ Æ 23 02

0.02050.05760.08017++ Æ 11 430.01710.0478
0187.0
0125.00219.0 +

-
++ Æ 11 43

0.11180.14420.20203++ Æ 21 230.08890.11950.040
0.0340.078+
-

++ Æ 21 23

0.00590.0
0.001
0.0020.0067+
-

++ Æ 23 24-0.3370.0-0.40+
12

Q

-0.385-0.043-0.37+
12

Q

3 - B (M1) transition properties:
The B(M1) transition in IBM-2, is 

influenced by the parameters of ng

and pg . A fixed values for pg =0.31 

and ng =-0.31 were used to produce 

these properties through out all Cd-
isotopes. The comparison between the 
calculated result for B(M1) transitions 
and ( +

12
m ) moments of the IBM-2 

model and those of experimental data 

are presented in table 5 for Cd110 , 
since the available experimental data 
are restricted only for Cd110 , and no 
experimental data are excited for other 
isotopes. Therefore a clear picture 
could not be drawn for the properties 
of the B(M1) transitions in Cd-
isotopes. However, the good 
agreement could be noted for the 
available experimental data with 
calculated B(M1) transitions.

Table (4): The experimental B(E2; i fj jÆ ) ( 22be ) values[5,6,10], and the 

+
12

Q ( be. ), for 114Cd and Cd116 isotopes are compared with those obtained by 

IBM-1 and IBM-2 results.
116Cd114Cd

IBM-2IBM-1EXP.i fj jÆIBM-2IBM-1EXP.i fj jÆ
0.1040.1120.112

++ Æ 11 020.1120.1020.102
++ Æ 11 02

0.1720.1930.197(50)
+
12 Æ +

140.2110.1810.201
+
12 Æ +

14

0.1670.1920.0730
++ Æ 12 220.2210.179.1350

++ Æ 12 20

-0.124-0.100-0.42+
12

Q0.0570.1810.0875
++ Æ 12 22

0.0390.0810.207
++ Æ 13 42

-0.544-0.009-0.34+
12

Q
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Table (5): The experimental 
B(M1; i fj jÆ ) ( 2

Nm ) values[2,10], 

and the 
12

m + ( Nm ), for 110Cd isotope 

are compared with those obtained 
by IBM-1 and IBM-2 results.

i fj jÆ EXP. IBM-2 i fj jÆ EXP. IBM-2

++ Æ 12 22 0.0269 ++ Æ 21 23 0.010 0.0341

++ Æ 13 22 0.026 0.0691 ++ Æ 12 44 0.103 0.0075

++ Æ 14 22 0.031 0.0006
++ Æ 13 44 73.0

68.0148.0 +
- 0.0947

++ Æ 11 23 0.002 0.0023 +
12

m +0.56
-

0.1700

++ Æ 11 43 0.027 0.0347

4- δ – mixing ratios:
The δ – mixing ratios in the 

considered Cd-isotopes were have 
been studied in the present work using
the relation of δ with the ratio of the 
reduced matrix elements of the E2 and 
M1, which given as 

)1/2( MEd )1/2(835.0 MEE D¥g … (10)

where gE is the transition energy in 

(MeV), and )1/2( MED in ( Neb m/ ) 

and defined as the ratio of the reduced 
E2 matrix element to the M1 matrix 
elements. i.e.

)()1(

)()2(
)1

2(
Nif

if

JMTJ

ebJETJ
M

E
m

D …(11)

In table 6, the comparison between 
the available experimental d(E2/M1) 
mixing ratio for  Cd110 and 
Cd112 isotopes with their counterpart 

which calculated in the frame work of 
IBM-2.

It is worth noting that for 114Cd and 
116Cd isotopes only the experimental 
data of ++ Æ 12 22 transitions is 

available; where it is d = 7.0
3.04.1 +

--

in 114Cd and d = 7.0
4.05.1 +

-- in 116Cd , while 

their correspondent in IBM-2 are d = -
0.5 for 114Cd and d = -5.17 for 116Cd . 
In general the results are in good 

agreement with the available 
experimental data. However, the 
prediction of the sign of d(E2/M1) 
ratios is a common problem in 
theoretical nuclear models. Some 
authors prefer to use the absolute value 
of the ratio |D(E2/M1)| to overcome 
this problem.

Table (6): A comparison between the 
experimental δ– mixing ratios 
[10,14,15,16] and those obtained by 
IBM-2( ne =0.104eb , pe =0.093eb , 

pg =0.31 Nm and ng =- 0.31 Nm ) for 

Cd110 and 112Cd isotopes. 

Transitions 110Cd 112Cd

i fj jÆ δ  Exp. δ  IBM-2 δ    Exp. δ  IBM-2

++ Æ 12 22 -1.2 -1.2112
8.0
5.06.1 +

-- -0.96

++ Æ 13 22
03.0
02.013.0 +

- 0.46248 0.22 0.55

++ Æ 14 22 -0.01 0.42185 0.15 0.38

++ Æ 15 22 -0.07 -0.4926 0.2
0.40.6+

-- -0.38

++ Æ 11 23
11.0
14.052.1 +

-- -0.9663 -1.2 -0.90

++ Æ 21 23
09.0
08.066.1 +

-- -0.8331 -1.5 -0.83

++ Æ 12 44 -0.41 -2.2112 -0.47 -1.83

++ Æ 13 44
04.0
03.013.0 +

- 0.16048 0.40 0.20

5- Mixed symmetry states (MS):
The energy fits of several levels are 

very sensitive to the parameters of the 
Majorana terms. This sensitivity urges 
us to conduct a search for low –lying 
states with mixed symmetry character 
in the vibrational Cd-isotopes. Figure -
3 and Figure -4 demonstrate the 
influence of the Majorana 
parameters 1x , 2x and 3x on the mixed 

symmetry states or those contained 
mixed symmetry components. 

Figure -3 shows that the term 2x
affects the energies of all levels that 
considered to have a mixed symmetry 
components in Cd114 , and Cd116
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isotopes, but its strong influence is on 
the 2+ states and control the shearing of 
the mixed-symmetry character between 

+
22 and +

32 . It should be notified that 

plots of Cd110 and Cd112 are similar to 
Figure-3a of Cd114 . At starting point 
the 

2x influences the +
22 energy level 

and then transfers this influence to +
32 , 

but this character for the +
22 state is 

less pronounced than that for +
32 states 

which can be seen in Figure -3a for
Cd114 . Such behavior of shearing 

disappeared in Figure - 3b for Cd116

isotope. F- spin indications agree with 
the assignment of +

11 and +
13 states to

have a mixed-symmetry character, give 
evidence that +

22 and +
32 are sharing 

the mixed symmetry properties 

in Cd110 , Cd112 and Cd114 , and that +
32

represents the +
M2 in Cd116 isotope.  

From Figure - 4a and -4b, +
11 and +

13

levels in Cd112 , can be assigned as  1M
+

and +
M3 , since they are strongly 

affected by 1x and 
3x respectively.

Figure -5 shows the influence of 2x
Majorana parameter on the d(E2/M1)
of gamma transitions between 

1(2 2 , 2,3, 4)i i+ +Æ = in 112Cd isotope. 

The value of d varies with the change 
in D(E2/M1) and the later reflects the 
variation in the mixed-symmetry 
character in the initial levels. This 
variation is introduced by  2x which 
effects the M1 component in the 
transition. 

Fig. (3) : the change of the level energy in Cd114 and Cd116 as: 2x is varied while 
the two remaining Majorana parameters are hold constant.

Fig. (4): the change of the level energy in  Cd112 as: (a) 1x is varied (b) 3x is 

varied while the two remaining Majorana parameters are hold constant. 
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Conclusions: 
The structure of the Cd - isotopes with
neutron's number N =62, 64, 66 and 68 
have been studied theoretically using 
the framework of the interacting boson 
approximations IBM-1 and IBM-2. 
The fitting parameters were chosen to 
be consistent with geometrical and 
dynamical symmetries 

Fig. (5): the delta mixing ratio, 
δ(E2/M1) of ++ Æ 122 i transitions is 

plotted against 2x , in 112Cd.

That predicated for these 
isotopes. The properties of the low-
lying collective states which have been 
predicated by these models for the Cd -
isotopes are studied and compared with 
those available experimental data. The 
properties of the lowest mixed 
Symmetry states such as the +

M1 , +
M2

and +
M3 states produced by IBM-2 

model, which are out of the space of 
IBM-l model, are carefully examined.
The energy levels are well reproduced 

in the results of the IBM-2 than those 
of IBM-1. However, it can be 
concluded that the investigated Cd -
isotopes can be considered as almost 
vibrational nuclei and have U(5) 
symmetry, but there transitional U(5) –
O(6) character can not be neglected. 
Therefore, these nuclei still draw 
attention of researchers. It is concluded 
that the mixed symmetry character of 
+
M1 and +

M3 levels are confined to one 
level only whereas the +

M2 states may 

share this character with their
neighboring levels. Their identification 
was confirmed by the F-spin 
contribution, since each of these MS
states has the lowest percentage among 
the other 2+ levels in each isotope. 

Accordingly, 2 2
+ and 2 3

+ were 

considered shearing this character in
110,112,114Cd isotopes, but in 116Cd, the 
2 3

+ was declared as a mixed symmetry 

state. The IBM-2 result for )2( 1
+Q are 

in good agreement with experimental 
data. The calculated delta mixing ratios 
of IBM-2 model are in reasonable
agreement with the available 
experimental data. However, the sign 
and magnitude of d(E2/M1) are real 
challenge to all nuclear models.
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116Cd-110 رئاظنلd(E2/M1) جزملا بسن و ةیسیطانغمورھكلا صئاصخلا باسح
ةلعافتملا تانوزوبلا جذومنأ يف

*لكاك رمع يراید* دمحأ ھط نودعس

قارعلا- لیبرأ� ھیوك /  ھیوك ةعماج� ةسدنھلا و مولعلا ةدامع-ءایزیفلا مسق*

 : ةصلاخلا
 جذومنأ مادختسأب ایرظن )Z=48( )110-116Cd( مویمداكلا ةاون رئاظنل يوونلا بیكرتلا ةسارد مت دقل

 رظانتلا تاذ أطولأا تایوتسملا تافص و صئاصخ تسرد دق .)IBM-1 , IBM-2( ةلعافتملا تانوزوبلا
 نأ .يزازتھلأا رظانتلا تاذ مویمداكلا رئاظنلIBM-2 ءاضف يف تجرختسأ يتلا+3و+2 و+1 لثم طلتخملا

2MS ىوتسملا ةفص
 و112 و110 يلتكلا ددعلا تاذ مویمداكلا رئاظن يف+32 و+22  نییوتسملا نیب ةكرتشم+

 يف طلتخملا رظانتلا ةفصب+32 ىوتسملا درفنا امنیب+22 ىوتسملا بیصن نم ناك ربكلأا ءزجلا نا عم114

2MS ىوتسملل دیدحتلا اذھ نأ .116 ریظنلا
- F(  ریثأت بسن جئاتنب ززع دق+ spin(. صئاصخلا نأ  

 ةریغتم تریتخأ دقIBM-1 يفeB ةمیق نأ .اھجئاتن تللح و تسرد دقM1 وE2 نیرثؤملل ةیسیطانغمورھكلا
B(E2) میق دیلوتلIBM-2 يفeν=0.093 eb وeπ=0.104 eb  ھتباث میق تمدختسأ نیح يف ریظن لكل
Nm, gν=-0.31( ھتباث نوكتلIBM-2 يفgπ وgν میق تریتخأ . Q(2+)و Nm gπ=0.31( تاباسح يف 

+ وB(M1) دیلوت
12μجزملا بسنو d(E2/M1)تلااقتنلأا يف  جزملا بسن ةمیق رغص نأ  .رئاظنلا هذھ يف 

 رظانتلا يذ ىوتسملا دیدحت ةیناكما ززعی ماتلا رظانتلا تاذ تایوتسملا ىلا طلتخملا رظانتلا تاذ تایوتسملا نم
 .مویمداكلا رئاظن يف ھفصلاب ھكرتشملا+2 تایوتسملا كلت نیب نم طلتخملا


